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archives microsoft exchange emails

sentinel mail-archive is an email
archiving software that solves your
email management problems on
Exchange Server.

Reduces PST headaches
Because PST files are cumbersome and difficult to
maintain, especially your network continues to grow,
Sentinel Mail-Archive dramatically reduces your
dependence on them.

You will need a Support contract to enable our
engineers to correct any problems reported.

Outlook Integration
Users can instantly and easily access archived emails
directly from Outlook or the Mail-Archive web
interface.
Easy to use
Easy to deploy and maintain. Also very simple for
employees to use from their desktops and on the
move.
Assists with compliance
Stores emails centrally and securely (tamper-free) for
compliance, eDiscovery and internal investigations.
Easy Backups
Backs up emails in a way that allows them to be easily
searched and restored in their original format.

It maintains an archive of all email correspondence,
significantly reduce the demands on the Exchange
server, manage and reduce the company’s
dependency on PST files and also to meet a growing
number of regulations on compliance, sentinel stores
all your organization’s email in a central location that is
easily accessible in three ways:
Ü through a folder in your users' Outlook
email client (including Outlook 2010)
Ü

by using a web browser

Ü

from supported mobile devices. It integrates
closely with Outlook in a first-in-its-class
manner, avoiding the use of stub files which
other products use

Relieves Exchange
Reduce the load on Exchange Server, increasing
efficiency and providing your users with a virtually
unlimited mailbox.

t: 01562 68211
w: www.minstermicro.co.uk
e: info@minstermicro.co.uk

Companies benefit from;
Ü Access to emails if required for
eDiscovery and email compliance
purposes, internal inquiries and
employee monitoring
Ü A safeguard in customer complaints
and lawsuits
Ü Auditing functionality that ensures
stored emails are genuine and
have not been tampered with
Ü A complete and secure archive
of all company emails
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